REDACTION FOR

ACCELERATED REDACTION MANAGEMENT
JUST BECAME FASTER
According to Merrill Corporation customer polling, over 75% of deals call for
significant document redaction before due diligence can commence. Using nonVDR integrated tools, third-party redaction services, or even manual document
mark-ups can slow your deal to a crawl.
Redaction for DatasiteOne Diligence reduces the tedium and pain of redaction,
speeds the redacting process, and provides greater deal control - down to the
word level - while keeping deal documents safe and secure. Now with automated
redaction, DatasiteOne Diligence reduces redaction times by half as compared to
manual redaction or the use of unintegrated tools.
FAST AND EASY TO USE
+ Quicken the redaction process from set-up, and increase control and 			
management of the overall redaction process
+

57%
ARE UNHAPPY WITH
CURRENT TOOLS1

Build lists of words and phrases to redact, then see system generated-in-		
minutes draft redactions

INCREASED SECURITY AND CONTROL
+ Secure and control information down to the word level and stay compliant with
privacy regulations
+

75%
OF PROJECTS
REQUIRE REDACTION1

Manage the overall redaction process more easily via a single status page 		
listing the progress of all redaction documents

KEEP YOUR DEAL MOVING
+ Easily track login activity of legal/redaction team to keep redaction and your 		
deal moving forward
+

Eliminate the errors and time wasted moving files back and forth between
non-integrated tools and the dataroom

+

Reduce dramatically the costs and time associated with using 3rd party 		
consultants and advisors

1 Source: 2019 Merrill Corp Global Redaction Survey

53%
SAY RESPONSIBILITY FOR
REDACTION CHANGES FROM
PROJECT TO PROJECT1
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Fast Setup: Opportunities can arise quickly, and Merrill DatasiteOne is built for
rapid implementation no matter the size or complexity of the deal and site content.
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offer the
fastest response time to activate your virtual data room. With
DatasiteOne, your virtual data room can be activated in just minutes.
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Redaction is streamlined - admins can cursor-select words or phrases including

BEING ABLE TO REDACT 30% 40% FASTER WITH DATASITEONE
VS. OUR PREVIOUSLY MANUAL
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security
chain.
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even hand written notes for redaction.

Superior Search: Merrill DatasiteOne is built with sophisticated search technologies
Fast search and selection - powerful automated redaction finds listed words and
that swiftly pinpoint what you seek, no matter the format or file type.

phrases across filerooms and within individual documents quickly and allows users
to confirm
for all
or some
instances
to be
redacted.
Critical
Control:
Audit
tools ensure
visibility
into
document chain of ownership, with
insight into what information is downloaded, printed, forwarded or copied.

Stage redacted results - toggle on/off redactions prior to final confirmation, where

Advanced
Q&A: Manage
buyer
groups through
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a new redacted
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is created
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complete
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“readers” see only the document name. When legal clears previous redactions for

Best-in-class Support: Merrill’s dedicated team of proven subject matter experts
reader access, easily revert to a previous version.
is well-versed in a wide variety of deal types and available around the clock.

Track redaction program - see an organized view of all documents being redacted

REDACT VS. OUR CURRENT
STAND-ALONE TOOL.”
Analyst,
Major Global
Investment Bank

24/7/365
OMNICHANNEL
SUPPORT

Constant Project Readiness: You’re always prepared for the next round of activity,
and status
each, so admins
canreporting
prioritizetoredaction
activities.
including
theofpost-merger
phase and
stakeholders
and regulators.
Comprehensive audit reports, deal room archives, data removal, content transfer
Unredact with a single click - as your deal progresses, unredacting can be handled
and storage options support a smooth transaction.

in a single click for an individual file, select files or across an entire fileroom - in
seconds - due to DatasiteOne Diligence integration.

FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS & REPORTING
Merrill DatasiteOne lets you focus on the deal, not the
MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS FOR REGULATED INDUSTRY
data room. Whether it’s due diligence, content management,
DatasiteOne Diligence, a market-leading SaaS due diligence application, enablesCUSTOMER
dealmakers
around
the worldSOLUTIONS
CONTENT
& COLLABORATION
document formatting and printing, or conferencing facilities
to focus on the deal, not the data room. Sophisticated analytics, ironclad security and world-class support make
you need, Merrill
can the
help.
DatasiteOne
Diligence
cloud-based virtual data room of choice for M&A and securities professionals in more than

170 countries.
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